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- EBRAINS Knowledge Graph - data sharing 

platform developed by the KG team at 

EPFL (Switzerland)

How is the data integrate to the Knowledge 

Graph?

- data providers from all over Europe with 

local repositories

Why do we need neuroscience data curation in the HBP?
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EBRAINS 

Knowledge 

Graph

Solution: EBRAINS data curation service

aiming to make data FAIR*

Electrophysiology

Histology

Reconstruction

Transcriptomics

Behaviour

Model

Database

*Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable



How a curated dataset looks like and where to find it

EBRAINS Knowledge Graph
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https://kg.ebrains.eu/search/?q=muscarinic&facet_type%5B0%5D=Dataset#Dataset/1899b724-1100-43ba-940f-4aab44080e9f


The curation process - Overview
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Request

curation

Acceptance 

of request

Data and 

metadata* 

delivery

Basic 

curation

Publication Atlas 

integration

In-depth 

curation

*information about the data
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The curation process - Request curation

Non-HBP scientists: fill in request form 

for data sharing and requests are 

evaluate  

HBP partners: contact curation team  

Zammad - support system

https://nettskjema.no/a/104328
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The curation process - Basic curation

Complete ethics survey The Ethics Compliance team (SP12) informs us about the approval 

Fill in the online form for metadata collection Validation of completeness and integration of information to the KG

Choose a license Clearly communicate the chosen licence to data users

Upload data to HBP long-term repository (CSCS) Validation of completeness and upload of licence and metadata file

Structure the data in an understandable and consistent way Validate the organisation and structure of data 

Write a data descriptor (summary, methods, data registry, etc.) Validation of completeness and integration of information to the KG 

Data providers tasks Curators tasks

Long-term maintenance and support throughout entire process

https://nettskjema.no/a/123442
https://nettskjema.no/a/125558
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Gn2VjkZOT3IpmBI2oYM8JEwjGInPEBB4fPIIuLLORi4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1KnAgpqiSV6HkljVoUtva_vzn0bCPSBVu0rzzd4gOBx0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h3EsIDk7jz_zOl9vtkcxWA_vTX_T_e8wWkTuYvuOpXM/edit?usp=sharing
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The curation process - Basic curation

The Knowledge 

Graph Editor

= The metadata 

management system 

we use to integrate 

and release datasets 

to the EBRAINS 

Knowledge Graph.
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The curation process - Publication 

Dataset is public, data can be under embargo

Dataset underwent basic curation

citeable DOI
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The curation process - Atlas integration

Data providers location 

documentation

Atlas integration by 

curators 

Goal: Representing all 

shared data in the same 

reference atlas space
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The curation process - Atlas integration

Covisualisation 

of data in a 3D 

interactive 

reference brain 

atlas
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The curation process - Atlas integration

View the brain region in 

the Brain Atlas Viewer

Preview data files 

View the data in the Film 

Strip Viewer with or 

without an atlas overlay

https://interactive-viewer.apps.hbp.eu/?templateSelected=Allen+Mouse+Common+Coordinate+Framework+v3&parcellationSelected=Allen+Mouse+Common+Coordinate+Framework+v3+2017&cNavigation=0.0.0.-W000.._XxAw.-GC6L.2-2QPq.2_Ylx_..cwd..Uzz.O43%7E.HD0%7E..7MB
https://kg.ebrains.eu/search/?q=infant&facet_type%5B0%5D=Dataset#Dataset/f74bfebb75642794e197521839b127e1
http://cmbn-navigator.uio.no/navigator/filmstripzoom/filmstripzoom.html?atlas=300000&series=6586&preview=ABAMousev2Preview.png
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The curation process - In-depth curation

The Neural Activity 

Resource Browser

= system to browse and 

visualise neural activity 

data that underwent in-

depth curation 

(e.g. electrophysiology or 

two-photon imaging data)
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Summary

...ensures high quality of metadata and use of a “common 

language” to increase the findability of data

...is essential to make data adhere better to FAIR guidelines

...addresses reproducibility and transparency challenges

...brings heterogeneous neuroscience data to its common 

denominator - the brain 

EBRAINS data curation service...

...is structured in three stages performed by qualified curators 

with neuroscientific background
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Meet us in Heidelberg!

How to increase the FAIRness of your Research -
an HBP training course about data sharing 

26th of November 2019 | Heidelberg, Germany

https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/en/education/participatecollaborate/infrastructure-events-

trainings/

Registration deadline: 18th of November 2019

https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/en/education/participatecollaborate/infrastructure-events-trainings/how-increase-fairness-your-research-hbp-course-about-data-sharin/
https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/en/education/participatecollaborate/infrastructure-events-trainings/


HBP task leaders for data curation related activities

UiO, Norway

Krister Andersson

Camilla Hagen Blixhavn

Ida Aasebø

Ulrike Schlegel

Ingrid Reiten

FZ Jülich, Germany

Anna Hilverling

Lyuba Zehl

Sara Zafarnia

Stefan Köhnen

CNRS, France

Andrew Davison

Elodie Legouée

Yann Zerlaut

Glynis Mattheisen

Thank you for your attention!
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Other contributors

Storage and computing

Curation team members

The Data Curation Team Co-funded by the 

European Union

@HBPNeuroinf

Jan Bjaalie (UiO, Norway)

Trygve Leergaard (UiO, Norway)

Timo Dickscheid (FZ Jülich, Germany)

curation-support@ebrains.eu
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Curation process - overview 
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curation-support@ebrains.eu



FAIR guidelines
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MINDS 
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Standardizing basic metadata:

MINDS      

Minimal 

Information 

for 

Neuroscience 

Data Sets

• metadata standard seeking to describe the whole span of neuroscience

• Need to be flexible enough to capture experiment-specific aspects, yet 

strict enough to guarantee comparability across experimental data

MINDS 1.0 MINDS 2.0



Benefits of data sharing
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The needs and concerns of neuroscientists
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FAIR* data services

The combination of all FAIR data services that EBRAINS has to offer, covers the needs and concerns 

about data sharing of both data providers and consumers.
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Data/model providers

Possibilities to find and access shared data

Validate own findings

Complement existing data you have collected

Avoid duplication of effort

Foster collaboration

Access to stored data

Needs and concerns

Data/model consumers

Increased impact and visibility of own research

Organising data in a presentable and useful way

Concerns about misuse of my data

Unsure about copyright and licensing

Not receiving appropriate credit or acknowledgment

To deposit data with confidence in reliable repositories

Needs and concerns

Data curation

*Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable 
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